several authors. Nevertheless, most studies dealing with long and well-dated sequences conclude either that a 30–50 kyr geomagnetic pulse exists, or that there is no dominant period. But a correlation has been found between the 41-kyr obliquity cycle and paleointensity variations; this was based on the analysis of a very detailed and precisely dated sequence from Ocean Drilling Project Site 983. We performed a spectral analysis of Sint-800 using the Blackman–Tukey technique with the AnalySeries software. In order to investigate the stability of the results, we first analysed the entire signal and then restrained the analysis to the 0–400 kyr interval which incorporates more records. The spectral contents of these two intervals are significantly different. The same conclusion is reached by comparing every 400-kyr-long interval in increments of 100 kyr with the 0–800 kyr period (Fig. 3). These results point out the absence of any dominant stable periodicity. For comparison, the same analysis performed with the δO curve shows perfect reproducibility of the orbital peaks (23, 41 and 100 kyr) over each interval. (An additional indication supporting these conclusions is that the artificial 41-kyr signal created after band-pass-filtering Sint-800 has a different phase and a much smaller amplitude than the signal obtained by the same procedure for site 983). Similar observations and conclusions are reached without incorporating the site 983 record in the database. Orbital modulation of the geomagnetic field should primarily affect the dipole field, and therefore should be present in Sint-800 which incorporates at least 20 data points per 41 kyr. However, for periods shorter than 40 kyr it is possible that uncertainties due to dating and/or smoothing inherent to the stacking process induced loss of spectral power (Fig. 3b). This may explain the pattern observed in the coherence functions between Sint-800 and data from site 983 (Fig. 3c) for these short periods.

Our composite Sint-800 curve shows that the Earth’s dipole field over the past 800 kyr was dominated by changes of very large (and various) amplitude but does not indicate the presence of any dominant periodicity. The mean field value remained more or less constant. Geomagnetic excursions are observed when the dipole moment decreases to a critical value of about $4 \times 10^2$ A m$^2$, and such excursions must thus be seen as direct consequences of the overall ‘secular’ variation of the dipole field.
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Continental crust forms from, and thus chemically depletes, the Earth’s mantle. Evidence that the Earth’s mantle was already chemically depleted by melting before the formation of today’s oldest surviving crust has been presented in the form of Sm–Nd isotope studies of 3.8–4.0 billion years old rocks from Greenland and Canada. But this interpretation has been questioned because of the possibility that subsequent perturbations might have re-equilibrated the neodymium-isotopic compositions of these rocks. Independent and more robust evidence for the origin of the earliest crust and depletion of the Archaean mantle can potentially be provided by hafnium-isotope compositions of zircon, a mineral whose age can be precisely determined by U–Pb dating, and which can survive metamorphisms. But the amounts of hafnium in single zircon grains are too small for the isotopic composition to be precisely analysed by conventional methods.
Here we report hafnium-isotope data, obtained using the new technique of multiple-collector plasma-source mass spectrometry, for 37 individual grains of the oldest known terrestrial zircons (from the Narryer Gneiss Complex, Australia, with U–Pb ages of up to 4.14 Gyr (refs 10–13)). We find that none of the grains has a depleted mantle signature, but that many were derived from a source with a hafnium-isotope composition similar to that of chondritic meteorites. Furthermore, more than half of the analysed grains seem to have formed by remelting of significantly older crust, indicating that crustal preservation and subsequent reworking might have been important processes from earliest times.

Zircon is well suited for Hf-isotope studies of ancient rocks. It has high Hf concentrations and low Lu/Hf ratios, so that correction for in situ radiogenic growth is negligible. It can be precisely dated by U–Pb techniques and these data can confirm whether the zircon remained a closed system. Zircon is extremely resistant and can survive erosion or metamorphism that might modify or destroy its host rock. Therefore, zircon has been successfully used in many Lu–Hf isotope studies (refs 14,15). But at least 1–2 μg of Hf (and therefore 100–200 μg of zircon) is normally required for precise analysis. This precludes studies of detrital zircons where grains come from various sources and must be analysed individually. The recently developed multiple-collector inductively coupled plasma-source mass spectrometer (MC-ICPMS) allows precise isotopic analysis of 30–50 ng Hf (refs 16,17), the amount of Hf present in a single 3–5-μg zircon grain. This level of analytical sensitivity allows us, we believe for the first time, to analyse Hf grain by grain from a detrital zircon population rather than in bulk, and to elucidate the earliest history of the continental crust.

Newly formed crust inherits the Hf-isotope composition of its mantle source, and this can be relatively unradiogenic (εHf(T) < 0) or radiogenic (εHf(T) > 0) Hf depending on whether the mantle from which it was derived was respectively enriched or depleted (εHf(T) is defined in Fig. 2 legend). Zircons crystallized from felsic magmas formed by melting of continental crust have initial Hf-isotope compositions which indicate the Hf-isotope composition of a particular sample of the continental crust. For example, if granite formation occurred by melting of juvenile crust that had recently formed from depleted mantle, as in many modern arcs, the zircons would have radiogenic initial Hf-isotope compositions (εHf(T) > 0) close to that of the mantle source. However, if granite formation occurred by reworking of old continental crust, the newly crystallized zircon Hf signature would be unradiogenic (εHf(T) < 0).

At present, nearly all production of continental crust takes place by melting of mantle with a time-integrated history of depletion. This depletion is itself caused by extraction of crust from the mantle, so it provides an indirect monitor of the history of continental growth. Determining the record of mantle depletion is therefore of great importance. To compare recent crust–mantle differentiation with that of the early Earth we have investigated the Hf-isotope signatures of the oldest known detrital zircons from the Archaean Narryer Gneiss Complex in western Australia.

This complex includes two localities of sedimentary rocks containing unusually old zircons: the Mount Narryer quartzite (refs 10) and the Jack Hill metaconglomerate (refs 11). The latter is particularly significant because the fraction of zircon grains older than 4 Gyr is relatively large: 12–20% (refs 1, 13), some being as old as 4.28 Gyr (ref. 11).

The trace-element concentrations and the mineralogy of inclusions in the Jack Hills detrital zircons, both ‘old’ and ‘young’, confirm the view that these zircons grew in felsic magmas (refs 27). Although the Jack Hills zircons have been dated by U–Pb and analysed for trace-element concentrations and Supplementary Information), the U–Pb ages range up to 4.14 Gyr (Fig. 1). Almost all of our U–Pb analyses are less than 10% discordant (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Information) and about half are less than 3% discordant. This is important because in a detrital single-grain study, where each grain is potentially unique, the reliability of εHf(T) cannot be checked by analyses of zircon fractions with varying U–Pb discordance and by abrasion treatments, as has become standard practice in multigrain isotope studies (refs 4,11).

![Figure 1](image)  
**Figure 1** U–Pb concordia diagram for the single zircon grains and fragments analysed in this study. Error ellipses are 2σ. Three data points from Acasta gneiss zircons are marked with boxes. Numbers 3200–4200 are concordia age labels, millions of years.
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**Figure 2** Hf-isotope evolution diagram for the Jack Hills and Acasta zircons. Error bars are 2σ. The Acasta data are marked with boxes. The chondritic reference line (CHUR) and its error limits (dashed lines) are from ref. 16. Groups of the Jack Hills data points (1, 2 and 3) are discussed in the text. Dotted line a is the best-fit line through the Jack Hills data points of pre-3.7-Gyr and ~3.38-Gyr groups, corresponding to the evolution of mafic crust with 176Lu/177Hf = 0.022 (see text). Dotted line b is the evolution trend of average granitoid crust with 176Lu/177Hf = 0.0093 (ref. 27). εHf(T) is a deviation, multiplied by 104, of initial Hf isotopic ratio from the chondritic reference value (ref. 16).
Lu–Hf system in zircon is robust, and the only potential complication for initial $^{176}\text{Lu}/^{177}\text{Hf}$ determination would be the presence of domains with different ages and Hf-isotope compositions, for example, cores and overgrowths\textsuperscript{4–20}. This problem is minimized by analysing zircons with little or no U–Pb discordance\textsuperscript{4–14,34–39}.

Accurate determination of $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ can be compromised by using a biased age value even for a zircon with uniform Hf-isotope composition, and this effect should also be evaluated. The effect of age on calculated $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ is $2.2–2.5$ units per 100 Myr, due to the age dependence of the chondritic reference value. This problem may affect zircon that experienced ancient Pb loss. In such a case, the $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ age is lower than the crystallization age, while the Hf-isotope composition is not modified, so the apparent $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ is shifted towards more negative values. Previous U–Pb data\textsuperscript{11–15} have shown internal age heterogeneity in the Jack Hills zircon grains of the ‘old’ ($>3.8\text{Gyr}$) group. The possible bias in $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ due to ancient Pb loss can be estimated from the difference between the ‘whole grain’ $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ age reconstructed from fragment analyses, and the age of the oldest fragment taken as a proxy for crystallization age. Age biases between ‘whole grains’ and the oldest fragments for the 3.8–4.1-Gyr Jack Hills zircons\textsuperscript{11,12} are between 8 and 61 Myr, corresponding to shifts in $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ between 0.2 and 1.5 units. The multiple spot ion microprobe analyses of ‘old’ Jack Hills zircons\textsuperscript{11,12} indicate similar or smaller internal age variations, so a bias of 1.5 units is a maximum estimate, and is likely to be much smaller for most grains.

The hafnium-isotope data are plotted as a function of age in Fig. 2. The data fall into three groups (Fig. 2): (1) $3.7–4.14\text{Gyr}$ grains with $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ between +0.9 and −4.5; (2) $3.4–3.58\text{Gyr}$ grains with $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ of +1.1 to −1.4; and (3) $\sim3.38\text{–}3.4\text{Gyr}$ grains with $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ between −3.9 and −8.5. Five grains of the first group with $^{207}\text{Pb}/^{206}\text{Pb}$ ages $>4.0\text{Gyr}$ have nearly chondritic $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$, from +0.9 to −1.1. The $3.7–4.0\text{Gyr}$ grains have slightly lower $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ values that correlate with age. The 3.38-Gyr group plots on the extension of this trend. Taken together, the 3.38-Gyr and pre-3.7-Gyr grains form a scattered array in a plot of $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ versus apparent age. The data for $\sim3.6\text{Gyr}$ zircons plot as a compact group well above this array: their range of $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ is relatively limited (2.5 units) and centres on the chondritic reference line.

Using these data, we can address two questions: the extent of depletion of the terrestrial mantle before 4 Gyr, and the nature of the earliest Archaean continental crust. It is clear that none of the 37 grains analysed appear to have come from a source that carried a significant record of depletion of the Earth's mantle. That is, no zircons have strongly positive $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$. The complete absence of depleted mantle signatures is in marked contrast with uniformly positive $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ values in the Itsaq Gneiss Complex of west Greenland\textsuperscript{42}, the only early Archaean suite of rocks studied for Hf-isotope systematics.

The second notable feature of the data is the large proportion of zircons (more than half) that are derived from sources with time-integrated enrichment (negative $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$). Clearly, much of the crust was already of a significant age when these zircons grew. The $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ of magmas derived by episodic remelting of a particular crustal section would decrease with time because the $^{176}\text{Lu}/^{177}\text{Hf}$ ratio of the crust is lower than the chondritic value. It has been proposed that the earliest crust was mafic\textsuperscript{2,3}. The $^{176}\text{Lu}/^{177}\text{Hf}$ ratios in crustal mafic rocks, including Archaean basalts and komatiites, are mostly between 0.015 and 0.028 (refs 24–26), while $^{176}\text{Lu}/^{177}\text{Hf}$ ratios in Precambrian granitoids are lower still, between 0.001 and 0.023, and averaging 0.0093 (based on the data from ref. 27). The $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ versus time array of the 3.38-Gyr and pre-3.7-Gyr zircons (Fig. 2) can be interpreted to reflect the evolution of a crustal block, derived from the mantle at or before 4.14 Gyr. The slope of this array corresponds to $^{176}\text{Lu}/^{177}\text{Hf} = 0.022$, consistent with the above range for crustal mafic rocks. It appears that very old ($>4.14–4.02\text{Gyr}$) crust underwent a protracted history of remelting at 4.0–3.97, 3.8–3.7 and 3.38 Gyr. Complex internal age patterns of the ‘old’ zircon group\textsuperscript{11–15} indicate involvement of earlier granitoids in later melting episodes within this block. The 3.38-Gyr episode, which produced the most abundant fraction of the Jack Hills zircon population, was probably a major orogeny. The range of zircon ages indicates a duration of 20–50 Myr, and the range of initial Hf compositions of over 4.5 units implies extensive mixing between pre-4.0 Gyr crust and younger crust.

The unradiogenic Hf-isotope compositions of some of the ~4-Gyr zircon grains allow evaluation of a minimum crustal residence time for the protoliths of parent rocks of the zircons. The $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ value of −2.7 for the 3.97-Gyr grain no. 40 requires a crustal residence time of 150 Myr before the zircon crystallization, if a crustal block with average granitoid $^{176}\text{Lu}/^{177}\text{Hf} = 0.0093$ (ref. 27) was derived from mantle with chondritic Lu–Hf. This minimum estimate is essentially model-independent. Recently suggested alternative chondritic reference parameters\textsuperscript{29,30}, or assumption of a deformed mantle source, or higher $^{176}\text{Lu}/^{177}\text{Hf}$ in the crustal block (more mafic crust) would all result in a larger value for the crustal residence time. Thus not only zircon grains but also crustal blocks, formed as early as 4.12–4.14 Gyr, were preserved for 150 Myr or longer, rather than being recycled immediately to the mantle. Remnants of these crustal blocks, formed ~100 Myr before the oldest terrestrial crustal rocks known\textsuperscript{30,31}, may still be found.

All data points of pre-4.0-Gyr zircons, as well as most of the ~3.5-Gyr group, plot at or very close to the chondritic reference line (the range of $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ from +1 to −1). Although granitoids with $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T) = 0$ might be produced by mixing between older depleted mantle and enriched crust derivatives, such mixing would probably result in a broad range of initial isotope ratios from highly positive to strongly negative, contrasting with the consistent upper limit of $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T) = 0$ in the Jack Hills zircons. It is also possible that primary crust was derived from depleted mantle, but that crustal melting was fortiﬁtously retarded for 200–300 Myr or more, allowing $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ to evolve from positive to nearly zero values, but this ad hoc explanation is not predicted by comparisons with modern arcs. Therefore, we consider the most straightforward interpretation of the data as reflecting the derivation of primary crust from a mantle reservoir with nearly chondritic Hf-isotope composition, followed by early crustal differentiation. A chondritic Hf-isotope composition does not mean that the mantle was never melted. It could, for example, reﬂect an efﬁcient large-scale mixing between depleted and enriched mantle. Our results are compatible with a chondritic mantle model and provide no indication that the bulk silicate earth has been fractionated in Lu/Hf by perovskite fractionation in a magma ocean\textsuperscript{3}, such that a chondritic reference model for the source of basalts might be inaccurate.

Our data set for 37 early Archaean detrital zircons indicates the need for further comparative studies. We have already analysed three ~3.55-Gyr zircon grains from two samples of Acasta gneisses (northwest Canada; see Supplementary Information). The $\varepsilon_{\text{Hf}}(T)$ values are heterogeneous and vary from −0.6 to −4.7, also indicating a long crustal pre-history, consistent with previous geochronological and Nd, Pb isotope data\textsuperscript{3,30,31}. The similarities in Hf-isotope composition between the Acasta gneisses and some of the source rocks of the Jack Hills conglomerate are consistent with previous suggestions of a relationship, based on U–Pb data alone\textsuperscript{3,30,31}. Again, these preliminary data yield no indication of a deformed mantle component.

Depleted mantle and enriched mafic or felsic crust should have been produced as complementary reservoirs in the early Archaean, so finding isotopic signals from both enriched and depleted reservoirs can be expected. Current evidence for early Archaean depleted mantle, based upon Hf-isotope data from the Itsaq Gneiss Complex, has been presented by Vervoort et al.\textsuperscript{3} and by Vervoort and Blichert-Toft\textsuperscript{12}. However, the zircon populations of these polymetamorphic rocks are very complex, and obtaining the most reliable Hf-isotope
data would require integrated Lu–Hf and U–Pb study of single grains or even fragments of grains. The conclusion of these authors\(^1\) that "there are no verified cases where any pre-3.5 Ga rocks have been derived from an older enriched reservoir"\(^1\) is inconsistent with our data which provide unequivocal evidence that such a reservoir did exist, and persisted for hundreds of Myr.

The results of our study raise questions concerning whether early Archaean depleted mantle was global or regional in extent, whether it formed and was rapidly mixed with less depleted components by convection, or whether it became inaccessible as a subsequent source of new crust. These are fundamental issues for future single-zircon Lu–Hf research. Our data demonstrate that detrital zircon populations contain a wealth of information pertinent to these issues, which can be most reliably recovered using a combination of precise U–Pb and Lu–Hf isotope measurements. Some interpretations of the extent of early mantle depletion based on whole-rock studies, bulk zircon populations and less-precise analytical methods may need re-evaluation.

**Methods**

All zircons were hand-picked to avoid inclusions, fractures or turbidity, and air-abraded.\(^2\) Some grains were broken into fragments.\(^3\) Zircons were spiked with mixed \(^235\)U–\(^208\)Pb and digested in HF–HNO\(_3\) in sealed bombs\(^4\) at 2–4 d at 200 °C. Samples were dried and redissolved in 3.1 M HCl. Separation of U and Pb was done on AG1x8 (200–400 mesh; Bio-Rad, Richmond, California) in HCl and H\(_2\)O (refs 13, 33). Spiking with mixed \(^176\)Lu–\(^180\)Hf (and sometimes \(^149\)Sm–\(^152\)Nd) was done at various stages after U–Pb chemical separation (grains 1–12), before digestion (grains 40–53 and zircons from Acasta gneiss), or on 95% aliquots in 3.1 M HCl before U–Pb separation (grains 54–65). Experiments with two standard zircon samples (Y.A. et al., manuscript in preparation) have shown that all three spiking methods yield identical Lu/Hf ratios. After spiking for Lu–Hf, all samples were returned to the 200 °C oven with 1.0 M HCl–0.1 M HF to ensure sample-spike equilibration. Two-column separation of Lu and Hf follows the procedure described in ref. 15, except for the use of a smaller size of cation-exchange columns and the use of Ln-Spec separation of Lu and Hf follows the procedure described in ref. 15, except for the use of a smaller size of cation-exchange columns and the use of Ln-Spec.

supplementary information is available on Nature's World Wide Web site (http://www.nature.com/) or as paper copy from the London editorial office of Nature.
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